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Welcome to the latest edition of the IACI e-news. 

Founded in 1962, the IACI is the leading Irish American cultural organization.  The IACI is a federally 
recognized 501(c)(3) not-for-profit national organization devoted to promoting an intelligent 
appreciation of Ireland and the role and contributions of the Irish in America. 

Guest contributors are always welcome!  Please note, the IACI is an apolitical, non-sectarian 
organization and requests that contributors consider that when submitting articles.  The IACI reserves 
the right to refuse or edit submissions. The views and opinions expressed in this newsletter are solely 
those of the original authors and other contributors. These views and opinions do not necessarily 
represent those of the IACI or any/all contributors to this site.  Please submit articles for consideration 
to cbuck@iaci-usa.org.

To continue reading articles contained in this latest e-news, please scroll through the 
following pages. 



 

First Ever Irish Way Class 
of 1976 Gathers for Their 
40 Year Reunion 

By Patrick Moore  
riverartisan@gmail.com 
 
Fourteen members of the original 
Irish American Cultural Institute 
(IACI) Irish Way program of 1976 
got together at a VRBO lake home 
near Annandale, Minnesota in 
October 6 - 9 2016 for a 40th 
Reunion. 

 
Back in 1976, 44 students from all over the 
United States took part in the inaugural 
program that was organized by the IACI.  
Participants in the recent reunion came from 
Ireland, Austria, Seattle, New York, New 
England, Dallas, Houston, Milwaukee, 
Chicago and Minnesota.  Those present 
included Megan Fitzgerald Bittermann, 
Jenne Jaeb, Kelly Costello King, Liz 
Benson, Colleen Higgins, Brenda 
McParland Bell, Alexandra Cappiello, Katie 
Binnig, Michael McBride, Liadan 
McKiernan, Maggi Kramm, and Patrick 
Moore  
 
Stephen Grant joined the group one evening via Skype for a lively chat from his home in South Carolina 
 
Everyone was honored by the presence of their main teacher Tiernan Dolan of Longford, Ireland.  Tiernan is 
now retired but back in 1976, the IACI students were his first class of students as a professional teacher.   For 
five days a week Dolan taught the Americans about Irish History, Culture and Gaelic and on weekends he led 
bus tours to culturally significant sites around the country.  He was only five years older than many of the 
students and he remembers being impressed by the intelligence, humor and willingness of his charges. He 
excelled in the daunting task of supervising and educating the youthful, curious and energetic group of 
students who have now become his lifelong friends. 
 
One of the highlights of thee weekend was a visit by fellow teacher Bill Lorsung and his spouse Liadan 
McKiernan, the daughter of IACI founder Eoin McKiernan.  Bill and Liadan later married after their summer of 
1976, had four children and now live in the Twin Cities.  When Bill and Liadan arrived at the reunion, each of 
the attendees went around the circle and gave brief updates on their lives over the past 40 years.  How 
interesting it was to learn of the many different paths these Irish Americans have taken to lead successful and 
interesting lives. 
 



In addition to reliving memories from the unforgettable four week experience back in 1976, much of the 
conversation during the four day reunion revolved around the current state of affairs in the world at large and in 
Ireland in particular.  There were insightful group discussions about immigration policy, the recent Brexit Vote 
the U.S. Elections and the role of the Catholic Church in the family lives of Irish Americans today.  The recent 
100 year anniversary of the 1916 Easter Rebellion was examined in terms  current Irish and English relations.  
“Our relations with England are probably better than they ever have been in several hundred years,” Tiernan 
Dolan said.  “We’ve buried the hatchet and so far we aren’t tripping over the handle,” he added.  Though he did 
also say there is much uncertainty and anxiety over what the Brexit will mean for Ireland in the months ahead. 
 
The group made many toasts over the weekend and the group took a field trip to visit some of Annandale's 
drinking establishments where, much to Dolan’s delight, they encountered a Bachelorette party who asked him 
for marriage advice!  The evenings were filled with singing of Irish songs around the campfire and playing 
games of cards and charades.  Home cooked meals provided an opportunity for further bonding and mirth. 
 
It was no accident that this 40th Reunion came together as the group has held gatherings on five previous 
occasions -- in 1976, 1986, 1996, 2010 and 2014.  Everyone at the 40th reunion expressed their thanks and 
gratitude to Jenne Jaeb -- the weaver of the “Green Thread” -- as the group calls itself.  For years before the 
internet and Facebook, Jeab spent countless hours tracking down and connecting with the IACI Class of ‘76 
Alumni.  It is due to her dogged determination that the class has continued to meet and carry on the spirit of 
the Irish Way. 
 
All in all it was a fantastically fulfilling gathering and plans are being made to get together again soon -- this 
time perhaps on Martha’s Vineyard or perhaps near Dolan’s farm in Longford.  For more information about the 
IACI class of ‘76, contact Jenne Jaeb of Dallas, Texas at jenne@jaeb.net. 



   
  

 

 

PICKETT’S CHARGE 
A New Look at Gettysburg’s Final Attack 

 

Phillip Thomas Tucker, PhD 

 
 

“[Pickett’s Charge] contains much to interest and 
provoke Civil War enthusiasts.” —Kirkus 

 
“A thought-provoking and eye-opening study of 

this pivotal moment in American history.” —Louis 
P. Masur, PhD. Distinguished Professor of American 
studies and History, Rutgers University, and author 

of The Civil War: A Concise History 
 

“…the author does a workman like job of revising 
many of the myths and misconceptions about the 

battle.” –Jerry Lenaburg, New York Journal of Books  

 

 

The Battle of Gettysburg, the Civil War’s turning point, produced more than fifty-seven thousand 

casualties. It was the battle with the largest number of deaths in a war that turned out to be 

America’s bloodiest conflict. On the third day of fierce fighting, Robert E. Lee’s attempt to invade 

the North came to a head in Pickett’s Charge. The infantry assault, consisting of nine brigades of 

soldiers in a line that stretched for over a mile, resulted in casualties of more than fifty percent for 

the Confederates and a huge psychological blow to Southern morale. 

Pickett’s Charge: A New Look at Gettysburg’s Final Attack (Skyhorse Publishing; August 2016; ISBN 

978-1-63450-796-7) is a detailed analysis of one of the most iconic and defining events in 

American history. This book presents a much-needed fresh look, including the unvarnished truths 

and ugly realities about the unforgettable story. With the luxury of hindsight, historians have long 



denounced the folly of Lee’s attack, but this work reveals the tactical brilliance of a master plan 

that went awry. Special emphasis is placed on the common soldiers on both sides, especially the 

non-Virginia attackers outside of Pickett’s Virginia Division. These fighters’ moments of cowardice, 

failure, and triumph are explored using their own words from primary and unpublished sources. 

Without romance and glorification, the complexities and contradictions of the dramatic story of 

Pickett’s Charge are revealed in full to relive this pivotal moment in the nation’s life. 

About the Author 

Phillip Thomas Tucker received his PhD in American history from St. Louis University in 1990. 

Tucker has authored many books, especially about Gettysburg and the Civil War. He has written 

about some of the most iconic moments in American history, including George Washington’s 

Surprise Attack: A New Look at the Battle That Decided the Fate of America (Skyhorse Publishing). 

 



IRISH TRIVIA #1 

 

In 1951 which film was shot on location in Cong, County Mayo 
and directed by John Ford? 

The Quiet Man 

Is a bodhran a drum or a fiddle? Drum 

Armagh 'The Orchard County', is known for which fruit? Apple 

What does GAA stand for? 
Gaelic Athletic 
Association 

Which actress played the part of Mary Kate Danaher in "The 
Quiet Man"? 

Maureen O' Hara 

By what other name is the Liffey Bridge in Dublin known as? Ha'penny Bridge 

What lies on top of an Irish Coffee? Cream 

"Dancing at Lughnasa" was written by which Irish playwright? Brian Friel 

What traditional instrument does Sharon Corr (of The Corrs) 
play? 

Fiddle 

In the legend of the Fianna, what was the Land of Eternal Youth? Tír Na Nóg 

Between 1849 and 1920, which port in County Cork was known 
as Queenstown? 

Cobh 

What did Lir turn his wife Aoife into after he discovered what she 
had done to his children? 

A Vulture 

Which bird is said to be "king of the birds"? The wren 

What are the Twelve Bens? Mountains 

In 1986 which Bob received an honorary knighthood after 
founding Band Aid? 

Geldof 

Which Irish city is also known as "the city of the tribes"? Galway 

Which island off Cork has an observatory of migratory birds? Clear Island 

In which city is the Irish soap "Fair City" set? Dublin 

Where in the Shannon estuary were transatlantic crossings 
initially made? 

Foynes 

In which town in Co. Roscommon is the Irish Famine Museum? Strokestown 



What is the name of the fictional town in Donegal where most of 
Brian Friel's plays are set? 

Ballybeg 

In which museum is the Tara Brooch? 
National History Museum, 
Dublin 

Which is the most famous title at the Tralee festival? The Rose of Tralee 

Who duetted with Westlife on Against All Odds? Mariah Carey 
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